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DAC Insights: The New Space Economy… 
Final Frontier of Investing

“Space is for everybody. It’s not just for a few people in science or math, or for

a select group of astronauts. That’s our new frontier out there, and it’s

everybody’s business to know about space.” Christa McAuliffe

WHY NOW? New technology and engineering break-

throughs have made access to space cheaper.  We no 

longer toss away billions of dollars on rockets but rather 

safely return them home to be used again. This picture 

from Popular Mechanics shows this incredible innovation 

at work.  This has thrown the doors open to the future 

commercialization of space.  Space is evolving into an 

industry characterized by private company technology 

innovations and less driven by government activity.
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? The new space 

economy will create business models and 

industries in the future to the benefit of 

earth. Morgan Stanley has estimated that global 

revenues in 2040 will exceed $1 Trillion. The 

investment options will take across the following 

existing and new industries:  tourism, insurance, 

manufacturing, agriculture, internet, launch, 

mining, lunar landers, and space debris.  Space 

technology is currently being used for tracking 

supply chains, enabling precision farming, and 

credit card authorizations.  It is becoming 

evident that the revolution to help humans on 

earth will be driven by activity in space.

Source:  Morgan Stanley.

Source: Popular Mechanics.
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This is not a recommendation to buy or sell a particular security. It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions, holdings or sectors discussed were or will prove to be profitable.

This document may contain certain information that constitutes “forward-looking statements” which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “expect,” “will,”
“hope,” “forecast,” “intend,” “target,” “believe,” and/or comparable terminology. No assurance, representation, or warranty is made by any person that any of [ADVISER]’s assumptions,
expectations, objectives, and/or goals will be achieved. Nothing contained in this document may be relied upon as a guarantee, promise, assurance, or representation as to the future.

Dividend Assets Capital, LLC (DAC) is a Registered Investment Adviser with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Registration does not imply any certain level of skill or training. Past 
performance is not indicative of future results. The risk of substantial loss exists in equity trading and equity investments are not suitable for all investors. You should carefully assess your objectives 
and risk tolerance before investing. Data is deemed to be reliable, but DAC does not guarantee reliability or accuracy. Information provided is as of the date of this report and subject to change at 
any time.

You should carefully consider the investment objectives, potential risks, management fees, and charges and expenses before investing. The Firm’s Investment Adviser Brochure, Form ADV Part 2, 
contains this and other information about the Firm, and should be read carefully before investing. You may obtain a current copy of DAC’s Form ADV Part 2 by visiting our website at
www.DACapitalSC.com, emailing info@DACapitalSC.com, or by calling us at (866) 348-4769. Additional information about Dividend Assets Capital, LLC is also available on the United States 
Securities and Exchange Commission’s website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. You may search this site using a unique identifying number known as a CRD. DAC’s CRD is 129973.  DAC-21-053.

Dividend Assts Capital, LLC is an independent, employee owned wealth advisor specializing in high quality companies with a history of consistently 
increasing dividends. Built on a pioneering legacy, our goal is straightforward; achieve our clients desired outcomes through investments that provide 

sustainable and rising income with long-term capital appreciation. We partner with successful families, advisors and institutions delivering tailored 
services that adhere to fiduciary principles to provide…

Clarity: A transparent and understandable 
approach to portfolio management.

Simplicity: We believe dividends are the best 
indicator of the future price performance of a stock.

Devotion: We build confidence through a 
disciplined process and strong devotion to our 

investment philosophy and clients.

Clarity. Simplicity. Devotion.
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